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x PREFACE

PREFACE

P O P U L A R  M U S I C  I N  A M E R I C A :  T H E  B E AT  G O E S  O N ,  F I F T H  E D I T I O N ,

, 

is an introductory survey of 

popular music in the United States since 1840. In its attention to the kinship among its many musical styles and 

its coherent account of the evolution of popular music over the past century and a half, the book retains the 

overall emphasis of previous editions. But this book has also had a thorough makeover—adding an entire unit 

on the twenty-first century, improving upon past pedagogical features, and incorporating the seamless integra-

tion of digital complements to support extensive student learning in the MindTap platform. 

New to This Edition:  
Textual Enhancements 
This new edition aims to increase its comprehensiveness 
and clarity through an array of digital resources. Although 
the overall sequence of materials remains much the same as 
in the previous edition, major content additions were made 
to the first and last units, both to bring the text up-to-date 
for the twenty-first-century learner and to more clearly 
express the underlying musical concepts that are critical for 
student understanding. Content edits have focused largely 
on helping students to make connections between terms 
that are defined early on, with each unit building upon con-
cepts introduced in previous chapters.  

The opening unit provides a thorough definition of pop-
ular music, and introduces the elements of popular music 
using Chuck Berry’s “Maybellene” as a central reference 
point. The balance of the text—nineteen chronological 
units—maps an historical journey that begins with a survey 
of its diverse roots and an account of the emergence of a 
distinctively American popular music in the middle of the 
nineteenth century. The journey ends in the twenty-first 
century, bringing the story full circle and helping students 
to understand how musical precedents set in the past con-
tinue to influence and impact popular music today.

New to This Edition: 
Pedagogical Features
What is possibly even more evident than the textual 
changes in this edition are the pedagogical ones. This 

version of the text recognizes that along with the emer-
gence of a technological platform such as MindTap, stu-
dents now have the capability to hear, comprehend, and 
interact with musical concepts, rather than just read 
about and memorize them. Hence, two main objectives 
of this new edition are to help students become more 
active, mindful, and aware listeners and to leverage that 
awareness into an understanding of musical style. Natu-
rally, the paramount goal for students using this text has 
always been the application of the musical knowledge 
they have gained throughout the course to the music 
that they encounter outside of the course. This edition of 
Popular Music in America has, through the inclusion of 
elements on MindTap (such as audio quizzing and audio 
flashcards), taken exceptional care to achieve that goal. 
This course will encourage students to connect musical 
terms to the sounds that they represent and vice versa. 
Moreover, the digital enhancements of this text now 
push students towards the use of one or two songs as a 
proxy for a much larger group of songs defining a particu-
lar musical style. After taking this course, students should 
be able to recognize the distinctive features of various 
musical styles and use this knowledge to distinguish and 
classify the tracks they hear on an everyday basis; a gift 
they can tote with them for the rest of their lives. 

Resources for Students  
and Instructors
In addition, the fifth edition can be accompanied with 
MindTap, a fully online, highly personalized learning 
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experience. MindTap combines student learning tools—
readings, audio clips, video explanations of challenging 
concepts, course activities, study tools and assessments—
into a singular Learning Path that guides students through 
their course. Instructors can personalize the experience by 
customizing authoritative Cengage Learning content and 
learning tools with their own content in the Learning Path 
via apps that integrate with the MindTap framework. 

The MindTap reader—full text of the print chapters—
introduces concepts and provides context and depth. More 
than a digital version of a textbook, MindTap is an interac-
tive learning resource that creates a digital reading experi-
ence. The robust functionality allows learners to take notes, 
highlight text, and even find a definition right from the 
page with the Merriam-Webster MindApp. The core musi-
cal and video examples are available in-line within each 
chapter. Listening activities exist in every chapter, most 
chapters provide links to videos related to chapter content, 
and every chapter includes audio quizzes with listening and 
content questions. Music glossaries and audio flashcards of 
key terms give students the ability to study meaningfully 
while on the go.

Instructor Companion Site. Instructors have access to 
an Instructor’s Manual and Test Bank, and downloadable 
musical selections for this course. The Instructor’s Manual 
features detailed outline-style lecture notes on every sec-
tion of every chapter, in every unit. Most of the previous 
edition’s manual was kept and modified for inclusion in 
the new manual. Instructors who adopt the text may also 
access the musical selections for this course via the Spo-
tify playlist provided to them on the Instructor Compan-
ion Site. 

CengageCompose. Instructors can easily create their 
own personalized text, selecting the elements that meet 
their specific learning objectives. CengageCompose 
puts the power of the vast Cengage Learning library of 
content at instructors’ fingertips, to create exactly the 
text they need. The all-new, web-based CengageCom-
pose site lets them quickly scan contents and review 
materials to pick what they need for their text. Site tools 
let them easily assemble modular learning units into the 
order they want and immediately provide them with an 
online copy for review. Instructors may add their own 
material as well, to build ideal learning materials, even 
choosing from hundreds of customizable full-color 
covers. 
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he set out to compose simple words and melodies that 
everyone could remember and sing. 

This is just to say, however, that a component of popu-
lar music is familiarity. We are still a long way from an 
understanding of pop music as we know it.

Popular Music Is Profitable
Popular music began to take on the trappings of  
business—and the component of profitability as a mea-
suring stick—with two important developments in the 
eighteenth century: the growth of the middle class in 
Europe and America, and improvements in music pub-
lishing. The emergence of a middle class, especially in 
England, expanded the audience that would pay for 
entertainment at music halls. Publishers began to offer 
songs, dance music, and instrumental pieces for the 

amateur home performer, most often a pianist—
pieces that were relatively easy to play and 

attractive to middle-class tastes. Profitable 
music tended to be appealing, simple, cur-

rent, and unpretentious. Then, as now, 
the audience for more sophisticated and 
difficult music was significantly smaller.

Almost all of the music of the eigh-
teenth century was current, compo-
sitions written and performed for 
their time. The notion of “classical 
music”—that is, the continuing per-
formance of music of the past—was 
an almost negligible part of the musi-
cal landscape for most of the century.

John Gay’s The Beggar’s Opera—
a play with musical numbers woven 
into the plot—introduced the bal-
lad opera, one of the most popular 
kinds of public entertainments. At 
the time, the most esteemed musi-
cal genre, or stylistic category, was 

W E  B E G I N  W I T H  T H E  M O S T  B A S I C  Q U E S T I O N  O F  A L L :  W H AT  I S  P O P U L A R  M U S I C ?  The most 

comfortable answer to this question might take its cue from Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart’s opinion on 

hard-core pornography: We might not be able to “define the kinds of material [we] understand to be embraced 

within that shorthand description . . . but [we] know it when we [hear] it.” 

What Is Popular Music?
The most direct answer to this question is music that 
appeals to a large percentage of a population. But if we 
use popularity as the sole defining characteristic of popu-
lar music, we immediately run into problems. Is a CD by 
a classical performer popular music if it goes platinum, as 
some have? Is punk a popular style even though such sig-
nificant punk bands as the Sex Pistols and the Ramones 
never hit the Top 40 in the United States? Clearly, popu-
lar music embraces more than music that sells in large 
numbers. Popular music embraces an array of attitudes, 
a family of sounds, and an industry that supports it, all 
of which distinguish it from classical and folk music. We 
will consider all of these connotations from an historical 
perspective.

Popular Music Is Familiar  
and Widely Heard
People make choices about every-
thing—foods, friends, homes—and it 
would be very surprising if they did 
not make choices about the music 
they preferred. We know that cer-
tain songs were widely known to the 
Greeks and the Romans. Popular 
songs found their way into classical 
compositions; Mozart, for example, 
wrote variations on “Twinkle, Twin-
kle, Little Star.” Some songs became 
well-known because they served a 
larger purpose. Faithful Lutherans 
knew Martin Luther’s hymns because 

Is punk a popular style?
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xiv INTRO

When a particular song or piece of music has all three 
of these qualities, it is easy to classify as popular music. 
“Maybellene,” the song discussed in Chapter 1, is a good 
example. It was measurably popular (it had wide sales); 
both Berry and the Chess brothers intended that it be 
popular (they were looking for a hit); and its sound was 
new, distinctly different from folk music or stylized clas-
sical music. 

Popular Music Is Positioned in the Center
Popular music is usually positioned between classi-
cal music on the one hand and folk or ethnic music on 
the other. A three-tiered musical world has developed 
that corresponds roughly to the social standing of the 
respective audiences. Classical music is associated with 
the upper class; it helps sell Swiss watches and luxury 
cars. Popular music is for the middle class—the largest 
portion of the population—and helps sell fast food and 
trucks. Folk music has been associated with isolated, 
largely rural, working-class people—those cut off geo-
graphically and economically from mainstream culture—
and doesn’t help sell anything. Ethnic music is similar in 
this respect, although the isolation may have more to do 
with cultural identity and language than geography or 
economics.

Popular Music Arises from Synthesis
Some of the most interesting music in the popular tradi-
tion has arisen from musicians’ exploring the boundar-
ies between popular and classical music on the one hand, 
and popular and folk/ethnic music on the other. Among 
its many virtues, classical music nurtures craft; its great-
est artists are extraordinarily skillful in manipulating 
musical materials. Craft, whether in composition or per-
formance, can become an end in itself. Musicians develop 
skill because it interests them to do so and has become 
necessary for the full expression of what they have to say 
musically. How else does one account for the extraor-
dinary and expressive virtuosity of musicians such as 
guitarist Eddie Van Halen (heavy metal) and trumpeter 
Wynton Marsalis (jazz)? When musicians working in 
popular styles like heavy metal and jazz assimilate some 
of the values of classical music, they may deliberately for-
sake a larger audience to preserve their artistic vision.

opera, and the most prestigious opera drew its plots 
from classical literature and mythology. The music of 
The Beggar’s Opera came from several levels of society, 
from popular dances and songs, to classical works and 
parodies of them. An “opera” about the seamy side of 
everyday life in London—an opera that lacked the grand 
themes explored in mythology—was a drastic change in 
1729 and proved very popular.

These qualities—appeal, simplicity, currency, and lack 
of pretense—are still part of the pop music world. In 
the eighteenth century, however, the musical difference 
between aristocratic music and more common music was 
one of degree, not kind. All of the music used the same 
musical language at varying levels of complexity; pub-
lishers simplified aristocratic music to make it accessible 
to a broader, less sophisticated, middle-class audience. 
This held true until the vogue for blackface minstrelsy in 
the 1840s. 

Popular Music Is a Different Sound  
from Classical or Folk Music
With minstrelsy in the nineteenth century, the idea of 
popular music as we know it begins to take shape. It is 
different from classical or folk music in sound, style, atti-
tude, purpose, and audience. In the twentieth century, 
through the infusion of African-derived musical values 
and with the continued growth of the classical music 
industry, the differences increased. Today, although each 
crosses over to the other’s market, classical and popular 
music represent two different sound worlds and two dif-
ferent esthetics.

Thus popular music can simply be music that appeals 
to a mass audience, is intended to have wide appeal, and 
has a sound and a style distinct from classical or folk. 

Ultimately, the marketplace rules,  
for better or worse

Popular music embraces an array  
of attitudes, a family of sounds,  

and an industry that supports it,  
all of which distinguish it from  

classical and folk music.
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For example, in the early years of rock and roll, some 
white artists—including Pat Boone, who sang a notori-
ously bland version of Little Richard’s raucous “Tutti 
Frutti”—made cover versions of rhythm-and-blues 
songs. Although these homogenized covers often sold 
better than the originals, they so diluted the music with 
mainstream pop elements that they sacrificed the integ-
rity of the new sound.

Alternatively, the mainstreaming process may cre-
ate an exciting new synthesis—a new sound—as when  
British rockers absorbed the “deep blues” of Muddy 
Waters and others into their music, or when both British 
and American musicians integrated reggae rhythms and 
textures into pop music during the late 1970s and early 
1980s. 

The Central Fact of Popular Music
Such borrowings highlight a central fact: popular music 
owes its identity and its evolution to a process of creative 
and open-minded synthesis. From its beginnings to the 
present, the new sounds in popular music have emerged 
from the blending of different kinds of music—often so 
different as to be musically and culturally opposite. Pop-
ular music blurs racial, economic, geographical, cultural, 
and class boundaries. Ultimately, the marketplace rules, 
for better or worse. We encounter this synthetic process 
from the outset of our survey, in the music for the min-
strel show. And we will encounter it again and again as 
we observe popular music grow into a global musical lan-
guage with countless dialects. We begin in the middle.

The goal of folk/ethnic–popular fusions is to broaden 
the audience, not leave it behind. The creative con-
cern for the folk or ethnic performer is whether to add 
outside elements to one’s own style. Because the con-
nection between folk musicians and their audience is 
more immediate and less influenced by market values, 
the bond between the music and its culture is typically 
stronger. Numerous folk-like styles have come from dis-
enfranchised, largely poor populations, some in rural, 
isolated areas and more recently in cities. Both punk and 
rap are folk-like because they emerged in urban areas 
within underprivileged populations that were outside 
the mainstream and because the music expressed the 
attitudes and emotions of their respective subcultures.

The assimilation of less popular styles into the popu-
lar music mainstream—that is, the prevailing popular 
style(s)—may have either a homogenizing or an ener-
gizing effect on the creative process. The homogeniza-
tion that occurs when established acts reinterpret a 
fresh sound in the prevailing style may suppress or 
erase altogether the defining qualities of the new style. 

xvINTRO

Popular music owes its  
identity and its evolution to a  
process of creative and open- 

minded synthesis.
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UNIT 1  ●  Points of Entry 3

Points of Entry

Those of you who have grown up with this technology 
may not appreciate how revolutionary it is, or how quickly 
it developed. Half a century ago, your grandparents had 
music in their cars, but it was probably lo-fi AM radio. For 
high-fidelity sound, they needed several components—at 
least a turntable, amplifier, and pair of speakers—to play 
music on 12” vinyl discs. By contemporary standards, it 
was a cumbersome and complicated process, but at least 
they had access to decent-sounding recordings.

A full century ago, that was not the case. The technol-
ogy was still in its infancy. Recordings sounded terrible 
by today’s standards, and both the recordings and pho-
nographs were expensive. Network radio and talking 
films were almost a decade into the future. If you wanted 
to become acquainted with a hit song, you probably 
bought the sheet music or went to hear it live. But at 
least twentieth-century audiences had recordings.

A century and a half ago, the country was trying to heal 
from the Civil War. If you wanted to hear popular music, 
you would probably go to a theater to attend a minstrel 
show, or perhaps a classical singer who might include 
popular songs on the program, or you performed it your-
self with friends or family. American songwriters, most 
notably Stephen Foster, composed many of these songs.

Two centuries ago, there was music that was popular, 
but no distinctively American popular music. The music 
that was well known in the United States was imported 
from Europe: genteel settings of folk songs from the British 
Isles, Italian operatic arias. The song that eventually 
became our national anthem was an eighteenth-century 
drinking song composed for a London gentlemen’s club.

What began in mid nineteenth-century America as an 
almost accidental synthesis of three diverse musical 

It’s a pretty safe bet that you listen to your music mainly through your phone. You probably 
have hundreds, even thousands of tracks stored on it, and you have access to millions more if you 
subscribe to a streaming service like Spotify or Apple Music. To listen to it, you open the music app, 
plug in your headphones, select a track or playlist, and press “play.” It’s almost as easy if you want to 
watch as well as listen: simply open YouTube and search for the track. If it’s a current act, the official 
music video will probably appear prominently in the search results. And if you want to listen while 
driving, simply connect to your car stereo; you may be able to play a track simply by asking for it.

streams has become a living musical language with an 
internationally recognized, common core of sounds and 
styles and countless regional dialects. Since the last 
quarter of the twentieth century, the international style 
that took shape during the early years of the rock era has 
been the dominant musical tradition, not only in the 
United States but throughout the world. The music of 
this tradition is extraordinarily diverse (how do we 
connect The Strokes to Sigur Rós, or Drake to Dream 
Theater?), —but less than six degrees of separation seem 
to connect them. Still, this ever-expanding body of 
music shares a common point of origin in a new kind of 
popular music that emerged in mid nineteenth-century 
America. How we got from then to now is the primary 
focus of our work together.

The compelling story of popular music in America is not 
one, but three closely intertwined stories. At its heart is 
the music itself: what it was like when it emerged as 
commercial music; how it has changed almost unrecog-
nizably, through evolution, the occasional disruptive revo-
lution, and even devolution. But there is also the story of 
technological innovation that has made this change pos-
sible, and the emergence and expansion of an industry 
built around popular music; one that wrestles constantly 
with the tension between market share and mind share.

To discuss meaningfully the remarkable transformation 
of this centuries-old tradition, we need to understand 
fundamental musical concepts and develop a vocabu-
lary to describe the features of the music that we’ll be 
hearing. We will focus first on familiar points of entry: its 
accessible melodies, propulsive rhythms, and distinctive 
sounds. Our ongoing point of entry into these points of 
entry is “Maybellene,” Chuck Berry’s first hit, and a song 
that comes toward the middle of this evolution.
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4 UNIT 1  ●  Points of Entry 

and was arguably the most popular song of the latter 
half of the nineteenth century.

Among the musical qualities that made “Old Folks at 
Home” a musically effective popular song are:

 ● The nice fit between words and melody. The rhythm of 
the melody is a close approximation of speech rhythm, 
so that the rise and fall of the melodic line effectively 
amplifies the inflection of the lyric.

 ● The “Swanee” surprise. The dramatic upward leap on 
“S(u)wanee” is the most memorable feature of the 
melody. The sudden rise and gradual descent of the 
melodic line and the ebb and flow of the rhythm make 
it distinctive.

 ● The predictability of the form. The regular punctua-
tion of the melody allows listeners to process what 
they’ve just heard, and the frequent repetition 
of the opening phrase—and the repetition of the 
entire melody with different words—helps embed 
the “surprise” and other features in the ear of the 
listener. The “surprise” helps make the melody mem-
orable; the punctuation and repetition help make it 
memorizable.

Songs like “Old Folks at Home” are unquestionably 
melodies: a succession of “musically effective” notes. In 
their organization of pitch and rhythm, they are coherent 
and self-sufficient—enough that they can be performed 
effectively without accompaniment.

That’s not the case in “Maybellene.” Berry sings the 
melody, and plays it during his guitar solo in the middle. 
The singing and almost all of the guitar playing meet 
Grove’s objective criterion: both feature successions of 
notes. It’s likely to be the main focus of our listening 
because it’s more varied than the guitar (when accompa-
nying), bass, and drums, and the piano is very much in 
the background. It’s not difficult to imagine that Grove 
and his peers might have found long stretches of Berry’s 
vocal and guitar parts not particularly effective musically: 
the verse, where Berry’s vocal line mainly shifts between 
two notes as he describes the car chase, or the beginning 
of the guitar solo, where he plays the same note over 
and over. The most tuneful section is the opening vocal 
section. However, it’s comprised mainly of short phrases 
rather than the long, flowing melodic lines in Foster’s 
song. The first phrase (“Maybellene”) is only three syl-
lables, the continuation (“why can’t you be true?”) is five. 
Both have a lot of empty space around them. Then they 
are repeated immediately, with only slight variation.

The Riff, a Historical Perspective
We use the word riff to identify the melodic fragments 
at the beginning of Berry’s vocal segment. For our pur-
poses, a riff is a melodic fragment that is short, separated, 

CHAPTER 1

Melody in Popular Music
If you were asked to identify the melody in “Maybellene,” 
you might well answer, “It’s the part that Berry sings.” 
That’s certainly the case at the beginning of his vocal. 
But what about the next section, where he begins his 
car-chase narrative? Or his guitar solo? To address these 
questions, let’s begin with a definition and discussion of 
a song that’s a melody from beginning to end.

Melody is the general term which is vaguely used to denote 
successions of single notes which are musically effective.

Our definition comes from the first edition (pub-
lished between 1879 and 1889) of Sir George Grove’s A 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, then and now the go-to 
reference on music in English.

The first part of this definition is objective. We can 
tell whether notes follow one another or sound at the 
same time. The second part is more subjective: what 
does it mean for a succession of notes to be “musi-
cally effective”? We begin to explore this question by 
considering the melody of the most popular American 
song of the nineteenth century, Stephen Foster’s “Old 
Folks at Home.”

Foster’s song is accessible enough to learn by ear—as 
many did at the time—and memorable enough that it 
stuck there. If popularity and acclaim are any indica-
tion, “Old Folks at Home” was a “musically effective” 
melody. It quickly sold over 100,000 copies (when most 
successful popular songs sold three or four thousand), 
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Chapter 1  ●  Melody in Popular Music 5

and often syncopated. It is short—typically it contains no 
more than six notes, and occasionally only one or two. 
It is separated because it ends on a long note or is fol-
lowed by a pause. And it is syncopated when accented 
notes come between the beats, rather than with them 
(more on syncopation later). Even without syncopation, 
the rhythm of a riff is flexible enough to approximate the 
pace and inflection of conversational speech.

The riffs at the beginning of the chorus stand out 
sharply, both within the chorus and in the song over-
all, because the continuation of the vocal line is a much 
longer phrase, and the section that follows (the verse) 
is sung mostly to a single note. By keeping the main 
melodic idea short and set off from the music around it, 
Berry makes it easy to latch onto the riff. It’s one of the 
hooks that pulled listeners in back in 1955.

In the first half of the twentieth century, riffs were 
central to melody in popular song in two important ways: 
they were the most memorable elements, and they were 
melodic building blocks. Because they were short and 
separated, they were easy to remember. For this reason, 
signature riffs were usually positioned prominently—at 
the beginning of the song and/or in the title phrase. And 
because they were fragments, they could be used as build-
ing blocks. Melodies would continue from an opening 

riff by repeating the riff, vary-
ing it, or responding to 

it. Because a song was 
independent of any par-
ticular performance of it, 

the only riffs that were 
“officially” part of the 
song were located in 
the melody—whether 
sung or played.

Riffs were also cen-
tral to rock-era music, 

but with two important 
differences. One was  

assembling larger 
musical units by 
repeating a riff, 

rather than 

varying it. The other was employing signature riffs in multi-
ple parts, not just the main melody. Both developed mainly 
from blues and blues-influenced music. These non-vocal 
riffs became part of the identity of a song—even its most 
memorable melodic feature: the opening riffs of the Rolling 
Stones’ “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction” or the Kinks’ “You 
Really Got Me” are familiar early instances of this shift. 

Melody in twenty-First-Century  
popular Music
The transformation of melody continued through the 
end of the century and beyond, to the point that those 
listening to a track like 50 Cent’s “In Da Club” with 
nineteenth-century ears would be hard pressed to find 
any recognizable melody. The lack of familiarity begins 
in the vocal line. Instead of a smoothly flowing, sung 
melody, there is a continuum of vocal sounds: spoken 
text, more resonant but indefinitely pitched vocalizing, 
rapping almost exclusively on a single pitch, and short 
segments with multiple pitches in a repetitive pattern.

The instrumental support is similarly disorienting. 
Instead of a discreet piano accompaniment, there are 
various pitched and non-pitched sounds, including: 

 ● an array of percussive sounds: handclaps and electron-
ically generated versions of conventional percussion 
instruments,

 ● timpani sounds, which are percussive but have fairly 
definite pitch,

 ● a guitar playing a rapid stream of notes almost exclu-
sively on a single pitch,

 ● synthesized electric bass and synthesized high orches-
tral strings.

The closest thing to a nineteenth-century-style 
melodic element is a single slowly rising scale fragment 
produced by a synthesized French horn.

50 Cent performing in 2009
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6 UNIT 1  ●  Points of Entry 

If we compare the approaches to melody in “In Da 
Club” and “Old Folks at Home,” two key differences 
stand out:

1. Melody is no longer the dominant and most distin-
guishing feature of the music. The rhythms and 
sounds are also significant sources of musical interest 
and identity.

2. There are successions of notes, but there is no “musi-
cally effective” melody in the sense that Grove and his 
generation would have understood it.

Regarding the reduced role of melody, there are mul-
tiple sound layers, and many of them are non-melodic 
(e.g., hand claps, eggs), barely melodic (timpani, gui-
tar), or sometimes melodic (lead vocal). These lay-
ers, most of which are digitally generated, create a 
strikingly different sound world from Foster’s song: 
layers of percussive sounds—which often include the 
rap—and layers of static melodic fragments vs. a tune-
ful vocal line supported by a discreet, generic piano 
accompaniment.

Even the most melody-like material—the six-note 
string synth riff and the occasional melodic segment 
in the vocal line—takes a radically different approach 
to melodic construction: create a short, easily remem-
bered succession of notes and repeat it with little or no 
variation. Both the vocal line and the synth patterns are 

prominent but not dominant strands in the fabric of 
the piece. Neither is coherent, nor capable of sustaining 
musical interest out of context.

The metamorphosis of melody, from a musical state-
ment capable of standing alone, into fragmentary 
strands in a rich musical fabric, occurred gradually.

“Old Folks at Home,” “Maybellene,” and “In Da Club” 
outline the thorough transformation of melody over a 
century and a half of popular music. Foster’s song is near 
the starting point, a time and style in which melody was 
dominant. Berry’s song is around the midpoint, because 
there’s a recognizable and coherent (if abbreviated) riff-
based melody. However, it does not work particularly 
well as a stand-alone tune. The strong, rhythmic under-
pinning and aggressive guitar sound are integral com-
ponents of the song. 50 Cent’s track brings us close to 
the present. It is an example of rap, the last major new 
genre in popular music, and one that famously eschews 
melody much, if not all, of the time. That’s not quite the 
case in “In Da Club”; still, the melodic elements in the 
track are fragmentary and repetitious. The instrumen-
tal riff heard throughout the track is prominent, but not 
particularly tuneful.

We can hear in these three examples the shift away 
from melody toward rhythm and sound. Our discus-
sion of rhythm begins to fill out our understanding of 
this shift.

LISTENING CUE
“Maybellene” (1955), Chuck Berry. Berry, electric guitar and vocal; Willie Dixon, string bass; Jasper Thomas, 
drums; Johnnie Johnson, piano; Jerome Green, maracas.

Listen to this selection in your unit playlist.
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CHaPTeR 2  ●  Rhythm 7

question by shouting “The BEAT! The BEAT! The BEAT!” 
while pounding the pulpit in time to his words. Of course, 
he was right. It was the beat that drew teens to rock and 
roll during the 1950s.

Three Meanings of “Beat”
This qualitative meaning of beat is one of three common 
meanings of “beat” in popular music, and is much the 
same as that used by teens on the “rate-a-record” seg-
ment of Dick Clark’s American Bandstand, as in “I give it 
an 85 (out of 98) . . . it has a nice beat to it.” The other 
two meanings are more quantitative. The differences 
among them are implicit in these three sentences:

 ● The tempo of “Maybellene” is about 140 beats per 
minute.

 ● “Maybellene” shifts between a two-beat and a four-
beat rhythm.

 ● “Maybellene” has a great beat; it makes you want to 
dance to the music or drive faster.

In the first sentence, beat refers to the regular measure 
of time. In the second, it refers to the fundamental rhyth-
mic organization, to which all other rhythmic features 
of the song relate. In the third it refers to the full range 
of rhythmic events that interact to make the rhythm 
compelling. Let’s consider each in turn. Our goal here is to 
describe these three distinct meanings of beat, using its 
realizations in “Maybellene” as a springboard for a more 
general understanding of rhythm in popular music.

“Timekeeping” Beat
If you tap your foot as you listen to the beginning of 
“Maybellene,” you will almost certainly align your foot 
taps with the bass notes in the guitar intro. Here and 
through most of the song, the bass notes mark off equal 
increments of time at a rate a fraction slower than two 
times per second. When you tap your foot in time with 
the bass notes you are marking the (timekeeping) beat.

CHAPTER 2

Rhythm
Jimmie Rodgers Snow (jimmysnow.com) is the former 
pastor of the Evangel Temple in Nashville, which he calls 
“the church of the country music stars.” Rev. Snow is the 
only son of country music icon Hank Snow. The elder 
Snow grew up in Nova Scotia, and discovered country 
music while serving as a cabin boy on a fishing schooner 
via clear channel radio. Jimmie Rodgers was his idol, so 
it’s not surprising that he named his only son after him.

Hank left Canada for Nashville in 1945, and was a top 
star by the early 1950s. He looked out for younger musi-
cians. In 1954, he helped Elvis perform on the Grand 
Ole Opry and briefly managed him during a short-lived 
partnership with Colonel Tom Parker that ended badly 
for Snow.

By 1954, his son Jimmie was already a rising coun-
try star, with singles on RCA, his dad’s label. He would 
continue to record, and to mingle with Elvis, Buddy 
Holly, and other legendary rock and roll stars for a few 
more years. However, in a search for “lasting peace,” he 
answered a calling to the ministry. In one of his early ser-
mons, he preached with great fervor about the evils of 
rock and roll. Speaking directly from his personal experi-
ence, he told the congregation that he knew how it felt 
to be drawn into the music. He rhetorically asked what 
it was about rock and roll that made it so seductive to 
young people, and then immediately answered his own 

Jimmie Rodgers Snow
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8 UNIT 1  ●  Points of Entry 

The beat, established by bass notes, creates one regu-
lar rhythm. The alternation between bass and chord 
creates another that moves twice as fast, and the high/
low pattern of the bass notes creates a third. We iden-
tify the regular rhythm created by the bass notes as the 
(timekeeping) beat because it lies in our physical com-
fort zone.

We use the word tempo to refer to the speed of the beat. 
We generally measure tempo in beats per minute (bpm). 
The tempo of “Maybellene” is about 120 bpm, around 
the same speed as a march or a disco track. Tempos in 
danceable popular music generally range between 110 
and 140 bpm. Marches and disco songs are in the mid-
range, around 120 bpm. Tempos outside this range may 
connect powerfully to the musical message. The frenetic 
tempos of punk (often around 160 to 170 bpm) reinforce 
the confrontational nature of the style. By contrast, the 
languid tempos (often between 60 and 70 bpm) of so 
many doo-wop songs encourage the slow dancing that 
enhances the romance expressed in the lyrics. 

Beat and Measure
In popular music, beats may coalesce into groups of two, 
three, four, or even five—Dave Brubeck’s “Take Five” is a 
famous, if rare, example of five-beat groupings. Two and 
four are the most common. We call a consistent group-
ing of beats a measure, or bar. The measure represents 
a slower regular rhythm. And because it is slower, it is a 
more convenient form of rhythmic reference for longer 
time spans. For instance, we refer to the form of the cho-
rus in “Maybellene” as a twelve-bar blues rather than a 
twenty-four- or forty-eight-beat blues.

In “Maybellene,” you can hear the relationship 
between beat and measure in Berry’s accompaniment. 
The oscillating pattern groups beats by twos. As a result, 
we hear each measure as containing two beats during 
much of the song.

This meaning of beat is the most universal. It and 
the terms associated with it—tempo, measure, and bar—
could be applied to a wide range of music: pop, jazz, 
classical, rock, R&B, and almost any other music with a 
steady pulse. By contrast, the second meaning of beat is 
specific to twentieth-century popular music. 

“Number” Beats
If you sit down at a digital keyboard with percussion 
loops installed and scroll through the list, chances are 
you’ll come across several that begin with “8-beat” (e.g., 
8-beat rock 1), and several that begin with “16-beat”  
(e.g., 16-beat funk), along with an array of loops identified 
just by style: rock, R&B, techno, funk, hip-hop, et al.

In a way, “8-beat rock” is redundant; an 8-beat rhythm 
is a rock beat. In this context—when we identify a beat 
by a number (2, 4, 8, 16)—we are using the word “beat” 

to refer to a template for rhythmic organization, rather 
than the beat to which we move. These templates are the 
musical feature that most readily identifies the music 
of a generation and distinguishes it from the music of 
previous generations, because it’s used in most of the 
new music of a generation and not in the mainstream 
music of the previous generation. The only two widely 
used “era” names in popular music, the swing era and 
the rock era, take their names from their beats. As we’ll 
discover in the course of this survey, the more active 
rhythms of swing differentiated it from sweet, and the 
even more active rhythms of rock differentiated it from 
pre-rock music. Sixties rock music of all kinds—hard, 
soft, folk, soul, Motown, Southern, pop, and so on—
most often has a rock beat. The established styles that 
rock rebelled against don’t. No other musical feature—
instrumentation, melodic approach, performing style—
approaches the near-universality of rock rhythm in the 
rock music of the 1960s.

So why bother with the numbers? Here are several 
reasons: 

1. “Number” beats are an established convention, at least 
among musicians. Ask an alumnus of a 1930s hotel 
orchestra to describe the rhythm of “Maybellene” and 
it’s likely that he’d call it a “two-beat.”

2. The numbers explain the template. Each identifies the 
fastest layer of regular rhythmic activity, measured 
in relation to two backbeats. In the opening of “May-
bellene,” we hear a bass note “beat” alternate with a 
backbeat chord. So there are two “beats” for every two 
backbeats. That changes during the guitar solo. 

3. Identifying a beat by its number helps us hear affinities 
among styles, genres, and generations. The backbeat in 
“Maybellene” comes from honky-tonk, a rhythmic, 
mid-century, country style that also features a two-
beat rhythm. Country musicians like Bob Wills bor-
rowed this two-beat rhythm from the fox trot, the 
ubiquitous dance music of the 1920s, 30s, and 40s. 
Understanding beats by the numbers enables us to 
trace the lineage of Berry’s rhythmic choice back to 
the 1920s.

4. Understanding the number beats helps us understand 
connections and contrasts in time and style within a gen-
eration. “Maybellene” dramatically demonstrates this. 
Chuck Berry is the acknowledged architect of rock. 
More than any other, he was the musician whose songs 
early 60s rock musicians covered, in order to grasp his 
version of the new rhythms and sounds of rock and 
roll. However, if he had crashed his V-8 Ford trying to 
catch Maybellene and never recorded again, his legacy 
would be relatively insignificant. The reason: the song 
is not rock, or even rock and roll, because there’s no 
8-beat layer. That layer, pumped out in his rhythm 
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CHaPTeR 2  ●  Rhythm 9

guitar accompaniments and lead guitar lines in almost 
every subsequent recording, pointed the way to rock.

5. The number beats explain the evolution of twentieth-
century popular music. The progression of number 
beats—2, 4, 8, 16—and the almost predictably reg-
ular rhythm of their appearance helps us chart the 
evolution of popular music during the heart of the 
twentieth century and understand why this evolution 
reached an end point in the 1990s.

Our reference point for the number beats is the 
backbeat. The backbeat is a percussive sound on the 
second of a pair of beats, or—in a two-beat rhythm—on 
the second half of a beat. The percussive sound can be 
as simple as a handclap or finger snap, or it can be a rap 
on the snare drum, the closing of the cymbal, or an ener-
getic strummed chord. As heard in a two-beat rhythm, it  
is an African-American reinterpretation of the afterbeat 
of a march or polka (both popular dance forms in the lat-
ter part of the nineteenth century): OOM-pah becomes 
oom-CHUCK. The backbeat became part of the sound 
of popular music during the 1920s, and it has remained 
the rhythmic reference point into our time. As was noted 
previously, we understand the number rhythms in rela-
tion to the backbeat: the number tells how many times 
we hear (or feel) the dominant regular rhythm every two 
backbeats.

“Good”Beat
For most people, what gives a song a “good” beat is the 
interplay among all the rhythms present in a perfor-
mance or recording, especially when the rhythms are 
syncopated. A syncopation is an accent that does not 
line up with the beat. An accent is a note, chord, or non-
pitched sound that is emphasized in some way, so that 
it stands out. Often, accents stand out because they are 
louder or longer than the notes around them. Many of 
the accented syllables in the chorus of “Maybellene” are 

syncopated: for example, “can’t” and “oh.” Similarly, the 
last syllable in each line of the lyric (“hill,” “Ville,” and 
so on) in the storytelling part of the song is syncopated. 
It is the interplay between the steady two-beat rhythm 
and the syncopated accents that gives the song so much 
rhythmic vitality.

From Melody to Rhythm
In 1957, about two years after Berry recorded 
“Maybellene,” Ray Charles recorded a version of “Old 
Folks at Home” that he called “Swanee River Rock 
(Talkin’ ’Bout That River).” It’s comprehensively and 
radically different from the version of Foster’s song pub-
lished in the sheet music.

In particular, every important aspect of the rhythm 
evidences a different aesthetic. Charles replaces the 
gentle accompaniment with a strong two-beat rhythm 
with a heavy backbeat, and alters Foster’s flowing mel-
ody by breaking it up into short, syncopated segments. 
By changing every important rhythmic feature, Charles 
updates “Old Folks at Home” into a twentieth-century 
song. Despite its title, Charles’s version is not rock, but it 
is at home stylistically in 1957.

Like “Maybellene,” “Swanee River Rock” exemplifies 
an intermediate stage in the shift in emphasis from mel-
ody to rhythm: a strong beat and backbeat, syncopated 
riffs, and percussive sounds make the rhythmic dimen-
sion more prominent. The shift began just after the 
turn of the twentieth century, when melody was still the 
almost exclusive focus of musical interest. If we listen to 
Harry Caray and Chicago Cubs fans sing “Take Me Out 
to the Ball Game” (a hit in 1908), it will be apparent that 
the organ in the background is nice but not necessary; 
the song does not require other parts to be coherent. Rap 
and rap-influenced music effectively bring this shift to a 
virtual end point. In “In Da Club,” rhythms are consid-
erably more active (a 16-beat rhythm), denser much of 
the time, and more syncopated all of the time, and many 
of the sounds, including voice and guitar, are essentially 
percussive in nature. 

“Beat” and Rhythm
In popular music, as in all other kinds of music, rhythm 
includes more than the beat. In its fullest meaning, 
rhythm is the time dimension of musical sound: it 
encompasses any musical event heard as a function of 
time. Still, “beat,” in all three of its meanings, is central 
to an understanding of rhythm. Most often, it is the 
rhythmic point of entry into a performance and its main 
point of reference.
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